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CANARY TRENDING AND REPORTING
Features and Benefits
1. No Loss of Data: Canary historians never discard any of your data. To reduce the impact on storage space we
use intelligent engineering techniques, but we never get rid of any Time, Value, or Quality parameters (TVQs).
2. The Best Trend Viewer in the Market
3. Reliability: Canary so�ware has a long life and proven history of reliability; some of our oldest systems have
been running for more than 15 years, which is more than a century in “computer years”.
4. Performance: Fast is important for scalable applica�ons. Our products are designed from the top to the
bo�om to gather, store and display �mes series or process data. The Enterprise Historian stores large
volumes of process data fast and our Trend Link viewer shows the trends to the user quickly. Canary’s
approach does not try to “pump up” a general purpose database and then “shoe horn” the data into it.
Rela�onal databases were not designed to handle the 24/7 data loads that occur in process monitoring.
Generally speaking, the Canary Historian is at least 10 �mes faster than any general-purpose database for
these applica�ons.
5. Extensive Customer Base: Canary Labs has accumulated over 10,000 implementa�ons in over 24 Countries.
6. Ease of Use: Our so�ware is EASY to install, setup and use. The installa�on of the product takes only a few
minutes. It’s easy to setup and conﬁgure data collec�on and retrieval. Step by step instruc�ons are
provided that illustrate how to browse and select the tags to log and how to perform data retrieval and
analysis … just click and go. It simply does what you expect and gives you access to powerful tools without
ge�ng in the way.
7. Lower Cost, Lower Cost of Maintenance, Lower Cost of Total Ownership: The Canary Historian is faster to get
up and running, less costly to maintain and support, and less expensive to purchase and own.
8. The Technology Leader: Market leaders should employ the
best technology available to deliver beneﬁts to their customers.
Some examples include our superior and full OPC compliance.
Our leading capabili�es include providing OPC HDA and UA
(Uniﬁed Architecture) support, VMware support, Microso�
Windows 7 support, support for Windows 64 bit Opera�ng
Systems and much more.
9. Focus on Customer Support
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CANARY TRENDING AND REPORTING (cont.)
Trend Link Viewer
Trend Link makes it easy for you to get the data that you
need and format it the way you want. It’s easy to select
the tags you want to view in your chart. Trend Link lets
you select a server (on your local or on a remote
computer), then allows you to browse through the tags
to select the ones you want to view. You can even add
mul�ple tags at once. Then drag and drop the tags and
their scales to visually design your chart. Both real �me
and historical data can be viewed from the same chart,
without having to reconﬁgure, reload, or switch screens.
Just scroll to a diﬀerent point in �me to view your data.
Colors, fonts, scaling, limits, forma�ng, grid lines and
viewing orienta�on are some of the features that can
easily be conﬁgured. Most customers are able to use
Trend Link without lengthy training sessions.

Enterprise Historian
The Canary Enterprise Historian has been used in
applica�ons ranging from 100 tags to over 1 million
tags, demonstra�ng scalability without the need for
special compu�ng hardware. It has the capability to log
more than 3.6 million updates per second, easily
mee�ng the requirements of high speed applica�ons.
The Enterprise Historian can log from any data source
that meets the OPC DA (Data Access) speciﬁca�on.
Enterprise Historian itself is an OPC HDA (Historical
Data Access) and UA compliant server, allowing the
user to access the data through other OPC HDA and UA
compliant programs.
Using the Enterprise Historian Administrator tool
any historian on the network can be monitored and
conﬁgured from a single loca�on. Administra�ve
features such as automa�c dataset valida�on,
archiving, roll over and roll up, audit trails, and
performance monitoring make the Enterprise Historian
capable of running in a complex enterprise
environment. Mul�ple Enterprise Historians can be
used for redundancy and high data availability needs.
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